
Defence and Security in a 
Democratic South Africa

What form will the integration of MK, the homeland armies and the 
S.A.D.F. assume?
What will be the nature of Defence policy, posture and strategy both in the 
current transition and the future?

These questions, and others, remain crucial not only for all South 
Africans but also for progressive organizations as well.

MILITARY RESEARCH GROUP

The Military Research Group (MRG) is an independent group of progressive 
researchers, policy analysts and academics involved in strategic study and 
military-related research. The MRG was formed in late November 1991 to co
ordinate research being conducted into areas of military matters by progressive 
organizations and individuals.

The MRG has grouped military research into four major categories:

1. Defence and Transition.
2. Defence in a Democratic South Africa.
3. The future of the Armaments Industry.
4. The restructuring of the South African Intelligence environment.

AREAS OF RESEARCH

In line with the above-mentioned categories, the MRG has prioritised the 
following areas of research for the future: 

alternative security theory;
the revision of prevailing threat analyses and perceptions; 
the dynamics of regional security;
regional security arrangements and confidence-building measures in the 
fu tu re ;
future defence policy, postures and doctrines;
the parameters of civil-military relations and forms of political
accountability;
the modalities of integration;
restructuring of the intelligence environment;
women and militarization;



environmental issues and the military;
the arms industry and its conversion potential;
defence economics;
current military initiatives within the state and society; 
transitional politics and the dynamics of civil-m ilitary relations 
and many, many mere issues.

AIMS

At present the aims of the MRG are fiveold:

1. To provide ongoing and thorough research into specified areas of 
m ilitary-re la ted research.
2. To allow progressive organizations and individuals to contribute to and 
influence the outcome of defence and military-related debates both in 
the current transition and a democratic South Africa.
3. To provide a service to progressive organizations and individuals 
requiring either research into and/or information on military-related 
research.
4. To network with both local and international organizations, think-tanks 
and individuals involved in research of a military or strategic studies 
nature.
5. To broaden the scope of military-related debate with grassroots 
organisations.

CONTACT INFORMATION

MRG plans to hold regular seminars in this regard. Interested parties can contact 
the MRG at the following telephone numbers or addresses:

Rocky Williams 
M=G
P.O. Box 503
Lanseria
1748
Transvaal Tel: (011) 659-1337

(011) 702-2324 (W) 
(011) 702-2334 (FAX)

Abba Omar 
DIP
P.O. BOx 61884

Tel: (011) 330-7157 
Fax: (011) 333 - 8870



Tel; (Oil) 659-1337 <h) 
(011> 702-2324 (w >

□ear Colleagues, Comrades and Friends,

f g e n d a l ^  dU"'> '
Contained in this package is the following.

T The Draft Charter of the MRS for consideration at the 

next meeting of “the i1RG,

2, Minutes of the last meeting of the MRS.

3 A paper compiled on the redefining o f  t h e  intelligence 

environment in a democratic South Afriu* oy o. ,

,, n c '= in+^l 1 iqence family compiled4. A paper on the b.n.D.f-. = m w x u j B i i

by R .W .

5. A paper on Covert Actions and Democracy by R.W.

6. A paper on Private armies with specific reference to the

S.A.D.F, by R.W.

7 A general briefing paper on developments in thf b.A.D.F.

’ ‘ rnnsequent to Meyer's appointment as
on c o n v e r s a t i o n s  w i t h  Jakkie CilUers, Faui Buiko 

Mertz and other sources.

8. An overview of the I.D.P.'s proposed seminars for 1**2. 

thaT^we'can “
CODESA,

Regards
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